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Abstract: This paper presents home office and industrial security system using sensor based surveillance camera which consumes less amount of electricity & memory. It also increases product lifetime and ensure better performance.
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I. Introduction

Surveillance cameras generally used in home, office and industrial areas are for security purposes. However it consumes lots of electricity and memory to keep the footage. Sometimes video footages are not that much clear to identify people due to low quality video for memory efficiency.

To reduce the drawbacks of this system we can use some sensors which will control the whole security system. Sensors include motion detection, thermal and sound detection. For any types of security occurrence, sensor will trigger the relay and activate video camera and generate security signals. When sensors will not get anything, a timer will activate to stop video camera and security signals.

II. Methodology

- If anything detect on sensors then Security system will enable.
- Transmitter will send signals to the control room and start record the video footage of the place of occurrence.
- Again the place will became silent and all movement will stop then timer will start to stop the recording and stop sending signals by turning relay off.
III. Block Diagram

The block diagram of Sensor Based Security System shown in below:

IV. Working Principle

When the sensor will detect any unwanted detection then it will activate relay and timer. Relay will activate the transmitter to send signal to security control room. It’s a unique signal by which security people can identify the place of transmitter. At the same time relay also turn on security camera with high quality video footage.

V. Component Used

- 12V AC-DC Converter: It convert from 220V AC to 12V DC
- Sound Sensor: The Sound Sensor module is a simple microphone based power amplifier LM386 and the electrets microphone; it can be used to detect the sound strength of the environment. The value of output can be adjusted by the potentiometer.
- PIR Motion Sensor: The PIR Motion Sensor senses the motion of a human body by the change in surrounding ambient temperature when a human body passes across. Then it turns on the lighting load to which it is connected. The lighting load will remain ‘ON’ until it senses motion.
- Surveillance Camera: This is a water-resistance microSD memory card supported video camera C901 (Coomatec). It can recognize faces clearly in 25 meters. When relay turn on power, camera will start recording. Recorded video will capture and save in the microSD memory card in the camera.
- Relay: Relay receive signals from any sensors and turn on the power of camera and transmitter.
- Transceiver: Generate specific radio signals to the receiver where receiver will detect the specific transmitter connected with camera and relay.
- Timer: Start adjustable countdown time when the input voltage is 0V. After the time, it will generate 12V DC to the other terminal of relay and turn off camera and transmitter.
VI. Circuit Operation

- A step down transformer which decrease voltage to 12 volt from 220 volt. Full wave rectifier will use to make DC voltage from AC and 6400µF capacitor to filter DC current.
- Sound Sensor and PIR Motion Sensor switch generate 12V DC to relay and timer.
- Relay turns on mains of the camera and transmitter.
- Transmitter generates specific signals to the receiver.
- Camera will start recording and recorded footage save into microSD memory card.
- When the input voltage is 0V, timer will start and after countdown time it generates 12V DC to another terminal of relay and relay will turn off camera and transmitter.
- Receiver receives signals from transmitter and detect from which transmitter it comes from.

VII. Conclusion

This security system works precisely with the help of multiple sensors. This sensor based security system can be used for any home, organization, company and industry for security reasons. Different sensors jointly make the security much stronger both day and night time. Relay and timer will prevent unnecessary use of electricity, camera and memory. To use this system it is possible to save electricity bill and also can increase the lifetime of devices.

VIII. Future Scope

- Currently audio facility is not available. The system will be improved the facility to both audio and video in near future.
- Video transmitter will be added so that it can be monitor lively from security control room.
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